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. FOREWORD

The major goat of this project was to encourage vooatione
education expaniion in quality, quantity, an diversity to mat

teacher
th,

expansion in vocational educat n an4 manpower development, Thh project
was,designed for the assessment o need,.improvement of effecti eness
definition olquality accountabili for vocational teac er edu ation,
and professronal.tdvelopment of teac er educators. Ip skirt, t cher
education must rise again to a consqLousness level in all planni &
aspects'of vocational education. iv

Seve*n meetings were held in various locations throughout the nation.
Approximately 200 people tot 49 56tes and the District of Columbia
participated in the discusgTomsal teacher educatibn: They eepreSented
all of the vocational education service areas; all levels of ieaching
and administration, teacher education institutions, business and industry,
and the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education. Never before
has such a diverse:gFoup been assembled to produce a consensus about
the multi-faceted concerns of professional development in the area.of
vocational teacher'education.

.

For purposes of simPlicity:the term "vocational education" is used
as a generic term to include.all fScets of:vocational, technical, practical
arts, and manpower programs al; these are related to teacher education and
professional development.

The project had its orig
meeting, Washington, D.C., Ma
the provisions of Part F, S
of California for management
California State Director of
Division of Vocational Educ
project.

Dr. George L. Brandon
project. Dr. Nancy A. Gta
AVA teacher Education'Dep
provided inputs to this4s
at UCLA. Miss apncy J. G
Vocational Education, Un
the study with genera
final editing of the rep

n in the AVA Teacher Education Departthent
ch 1970 The project was funded under
ion 553, EPDA, and'was assigned to the, State
StibseqUently, ht. Wesley P» Smith,

Vocational Education, requested that the
ion, University of CalifoAia,:direct the

i. . 1, -

cted as the chief consultant for the entire

peher p rsong have

m'and Dr. Floyd M. Grainge the.
tment as consultants. Many.

. .

tidy, including tie EPDA doctoral.can yates
ff, administrative assistant, Diviii n,of
ersity of California was concerned t roughout

m ting arrangements and'was responpibl for the
rt.

.,.,

Melvin'*41*L. Barlow
Project Direct'or

University of Californ a Los Ahkeles
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INTRODUCTION

The q4a3ity of vocational education depends in a very large -measure
upon the quality of vocational teacher education. The old idea that---,:s
the vocational education program is no better than the teacher, or the
coordinator, or the supervisor,,or the administiator is relevant in the
context of contemporary vocational education progiams. If quality is
lacking at the point where the teacher and the student interact, then-

.

no amount of expertise,. money, or facilities'can make up for the lack
of teacher quality. It is accepted as'axiomatic that the teacher is
central to the learning process. Where .there are good teachers, there
are good vocational education programs; where there are poor teachers,
vocational education programs flounder or fail. The urgent necsisity
for vocational education to provide increasing support and concern at
the instructional level is not a debatable item.

Emergence of the.new legislation, with'its broad concepts and its
operational flexibility, must give rise, to the emergence of new, or
re-established concepts of teacher education. Need for a new unity
among teacher educators of all- branches of vocational education is
imperative. One step In achieving this unifying element is to join'
forces to produce a pattern of basic ideas for teacher education. The.
notion of a vocational teacher education platform, suggestiiie of a body
of basic principles, is unique in the contemporary generation'of voca-
tional teacher educators, but the idea was rooted deeply in the formative

= stages of vocational education more than a half century ago.

Foundations

The practice of providing,teaCher education for vocational education
teachers varifs widely among the states, and among the various vocational
education services. Despite such variations, all of-the teacher education
programs appear to have been developdd from a belieVin, or a concern
about, certain underlying principles or foundation elements of teacher
education. An opinion that such principles exist,arises from.observations
that ,commonalities in the practice of teacher education may be found
among the states and vocational educi-tiOn services. It seemed important,
therefore, in this study of teacher education to attempt to isalate,a
number of, these common areas of agreement and identify them'as foundations
essential for a quality program of teacher educatiOn.

,

In this era of massive change and dgvelopmeni in vocational education,
national agreement upon foundatton'elejnents of teacher education seemed

;to be imperatiVe: Such foundation elements should not be dependent on
any geographical influences nor should.they rely on the nature of any

.

vicatlanal eduCition service area, Accordingly, a portion of this report
rs related to the foundations of teacher education.

6



Roles, Tasks, and itesp"onsibilities
4

In addition to a search for foundation elements of. contemporary
teacher education, the second major thrust of the national study was to
consider in detail the basic question of who is responsible for teacher

.
education. Despite the assertion that teacher eddcation is fundamental
in vocational education, a strong feeling exists among teacher educators
that professional development programs for teachershave a low priority

in the hierarchy of vocational education concerns.

Apparent problems related to priority relationships possibly occur

because of, the lack of clear-cut allocation of responsibility for teacher
education. Mindful of the history of vocational teacher education on
the one hand, and the contemporary directions of vocational education on
the other band, it seemed reasonable to define the responsibility.
Therefore; the study sought to identify spetific roles, tasks, and
responsibilities for the local area, the institutional area, the state

area, and the federal area.

/
Improvement and Expansion

The Education Professions Development Act (EPDA) does not include
specific suggestions about how to achieve improvement and expansion of
vocational teacher education, yet the need for such information on a
nationaL basis is highly desirable. The national study of teacher education

raised four basic questions for discUssion. The first questiim dealt with

the'Ways'and means of. expanding vocational teacher education. The second

sought to identify speLific procedpres to be used to improve the effective -r'

ness of teacher education. The third question'considered the kinds of

resources needed to improve and expand teacher education. The fourth

sought identity for the role of the American Vocational Association (AVA)

as the principal professional organizatiori with concerns Tor teacher

education and leadership development invocational education.

No attempt was made to give emphasis to any geographical area or

vocational education service area. The intent was clearly general' in

nature and the application hoped for was universal. A section of this

report deals with a consensus related to expansion, improvement, resources,

and the AVA role.

5
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FOR WHOM IS THIS MATERIAL PREPARED?

It is intended for all persons who, have interest in, or concerns

about, vocational teaJier education. In assessing attitudes and opinions

about teacher educition, extreme care was taken to seek points of view

from a wide cross-section of the American public--federal, state, local,

-institutional, and professional groups. Leadership was sought from

teachers to superintendents, and from biTstness to the lay public.

WHO CAN USE IT?

Local school departments and teachers.

Regional or county groups.

Vocational teacher education institutions.'

Labor and management 'groups.

State Departments of Education.

Chambers of Commerce.

Inddstry-Education Covficils.

1

National; state, and local professional organizations.

Natioial and State Advisory Councils.

Federal Agencies.

6



HOW CAN IT BE USED?

The material contained in t TS report repregentaa_59nsensus of

the considered judgment of a laxg cross-se9tion_of people involved with

vocational teacher education:

The-Aection on FOUNDATIONS.can be used to determine the

extent to _whi-ch_ state or institutional .programs .possess

these foundation items.

The section on ROLES, TASKS, and RESPONSIBILITIES can

be used by institutional, local, state, and federal

groups as check lists to match present programs and

to plan ahead to achieve new levels'of performance in

teacher education.

The section, on IMPROVEMENT and EXPANSION contains °a

variety ofideas which can be used in part by,any

group; to secure exemplary programs of teacher

education in vocational education.

6
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WHY?
0

/

Growth in vocational' teacher education has not kept pace

with the general growth of vocational education.

Vocational education, with a renewed emphasis upon

Career Education, requites that attention bd given to

a massive program of In-s'arvice education, and to new

and innovative ways and means of recruiting and training

teachers.

In the final analysis it is only through the teacher

that substantive progress can be made in vocational

education,

5
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FOUNDATIONS
c.

The items that follow repr esent characteritics essential for quality-
- in vocational teacher education, and are.generalizable to-the extent that

application can.be made in any state. s

Teacher educators should eiemplify the competencies which
they are endeavoring to develop in their students.

Teaching is an art as well as a science and is developed thrOugh

practice. A teacher of teachers, attain maximum results from, his

efforts, must have*,,gaught effectively. To a great extent teachers

teach they way they were taught rather than the way they were. told ;

to teach. Teachers of vocational - technical education emulate those

Whose teaching patternd are-recognized as sound and effective. The

concept of the "master teacher" should be given priority in -the

selection of teacher educators.

Vocatioipl teacher education prog rams 'should incorporate
principles of career development for vocational teachers. .

Career development has been left up to the individual teacher-

with-littl% or no assistance frond anyone about hib career objectives.

The responsibility of teacher education should span the entire career

of the vocational teacher. Guidance and assistance of all kinds"

should be provided, and efforts made to urge the teacher,to dev elop

a career plan which 'Can provide mobility into other levels of

/
education ()rant° other disciplines, but should not be,limited to

graduate courses and certification requirements. We cannot wait_

for the cream to rise to the top;we must provide:motivation to

assist theprocess. This responsibility falls legitimately within

the province of teacher education.

I
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Teacher education programs should have the responsibility

of certifying.the occupational competency ofteachers.

'Teacher education and occupational competency of teachers are

elementsin the same series. These two important elements should

not be administered separately.

Certification standards an education standards

should be coordinated.

Teacher certification requirements and teacher education programs

are,both directed toward the end of producing the competent teachet.
0

Responsibilities for these elements 'shouldnot be considered as

separate entities; changes in certification requirements should be

-.reflected in.the-teacher eduCation piogram.

Vocational teacher education shuld prepare teachers who
can adjust instruction to accomModate a'vhriety of student
groups.

Student populations such as secondary, adult, handicapped,

normal, vocational talented, exploratory, require diTrent teaching.
A

skills. Yet, this has not been fully recognized by, the teacher

. education profession and too frequently, all teacher's are produced

from the same mold. Teachers must be prepared with the appropriate

skills, knowledges., and understandings to as-sure success when work-
,

ing'WIth the many and varied target populations_as identified by

the Vocational Education Amendments (VEA) of 1968.

Teacher education programs should maintain flexibility to

meet unexpected4eeds..

The principle of flexibility, as embodied in the Vocational

EducationtAmendments of 1968, applies to teacher education. Flexi-

bility in teachek education is necessary to meet the unique

0
1 2
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Tequiredents of innovaave programs in vocationalucation..-

-51

e

Teacher educationprografils should .bb open CiobuS'iness and

'industry training personnel and to others emplOyed in
training in the publie:and private seetors

/ Teacher education programs should -make a special effort to

invite re presemtatives from business a industry to participate

in teacher education classes% be scope of teacher educatiotris

broadei than thif in-'schooi Vocational class; tekier educoption

should prepare instructors for business and industry.
. , *

Teacher. education pograT improvement should be a .

.

continuous process. ,
o

t
. ..." ., .

Every teacher education program should haVe'a built -in, plan of .
, .

evaltiation.in order to keep the program up-to-date. New relation-
. . ,,

:,-11 ships'between teacher educationand business and industry must be

developed. The teacher education program must be continually

adjusted in accord with research findings and must als be accountable

for preparing competent instructors.

Each' state Should develop a master plan for providing.
pre- service and in-service vocational teacher elation:

The planshOuld provide,n a systematian d logical manner,

for the quantitative and qualitativeleacher needs. The plan should
. .

also provide for a statewide teachereducation coordinating committee
, .

to bring together arl segments of vocational teacher education.

In- service education of teachers should be a continuous
responsibility of vocational teacher educators:-

In-service'education of teachers musebe recogniied
a

a.
.

responsibility of teacher education. Vocational teachers do not
4.

1
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have much opportunity to keep up- to-date in their occupational

Fields and little-chance to learn about oei4 itistructional processes.
.

Teacher educators must provide institutes, workshops, and special

intensive upgrading pcOgrays throughout the year.

Teacher recruitment_A404d be a function of the, teacher

education program.

Recruitment of new teachers has not been considered a basit part

of OW teacher education program; however, in view of the needs for

larger numbers of teachers, it is strongly 'recommended that teacher

education programs assume the responsibility of developing relation-

4A
ships with business, industi%ganagement, labor and the commUnit

at,large in order to develop a supply of new teachers.

"Follow-up" of teachers is a basic responsibility of

teacher education.-

educators must be sensitive to what happens fo teachers
/

after,they complete the teachereduCation program. Feedback is

-.highly important and should reflect the problems of the teacher on
0

the job and the attitudes and impressions of administrators cob-
,

cerning teacher competency. Teacher educationits courset, its
- -

Or'

practicues, its seminars, and all tither experientes included in

40.
the scope of teacher education--must be updatediOnthe basis of the

teacher's. performance and ability to adjust to thechanging

circumstances of instruction. Systematic feedback data will indicate

'

needed adjustments in teacher education.

. we
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Teacher educaticin program activities AZuLdltilize
different-kited.staffing.

c

A small full -time teacher education staff, with a large number)

of highly qualified part-time assistants, can add much to the q uality

o f'teacher educatioo in general., The resources of a:larger area of
1

education, business, and industry should be available to the teacher

education administrator to provide diversity inteach.r e ducation...

Reciprocity should exist among fmatitutions and-states
whereby credit may be granted for similar courses'and
experiences.-

ReciprOcity should be arranged among institutions and states to

provide credit for similar courses, curricula, or experiebce require-

ments. Plans for reciprocity will prevent repetition of courses

previously.completed elsewhere.

Teacher education programs should'utilizarCtual
instructional environments. 1.

Teacher educatiob programs are frequently conducted apart from

the school environment in which the teacher-6rks. The teacher is-

exposed to appropriate theoty and procedures, but crust translate

this information to his actual teaching situation. It is npt

feasible to duplicate each teacher's environment, but it may be

possible to conduct some programs in an actual school setting. This,

basic quality element, which tends.to add relevance to teacher
. ,

education, stems fromrthe theory that the student learns best4in
is-

work-like situations--the closer to the real thing, the better.

s
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Research, innovative experimentation,' and cooperation
in exemplary progrips should be viewed af4nfegral to
the vocational teacher education fhnction. ,

t
Teacher education should serve as a catalyst for: (1) inno-

vations in curriculum; (2) updating knowledge and competency in

teaching pethods; and, (3) condUcting and evaluating experihents

'and pilot endeavors. The teacher educator, commonly located on a
-t

university campus, is in an advantageous position to be'informed

about and Eo coordinate new. ideas resulting from research'which

coact lene.itself`to more effecfiveteaching'programs and practices.

Teacher education should continue to promote and encourage

allegiance to the profession of teaching, ,

afe of the key roles of teacher education in vocational

education le the development of an attitude of educational pro-
.

feasionalism. This attitude should not be envisioned as a neat

.containerized mold into which.every teachef must fit, but Father

a realizat,ionof a role of teaching as a profession and of colleagues.

as professionals. An oversimplification of the "professional" is 4

one Uho is recognized by the profession. To claim such distinction,

it is obvious that vocational-technical teachers must reflect the

ideal and not-be viewed as second rates Vocational teachers must

befong to professional.organizatiOns, take, part in stile and

'-national activities, and perform in the classroop at a level

coMmands,the respect of their students and colleagues' alike.

1 6
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Effective teacher education programs are dependent in a
Large measure upon 'cooperative 'Leadership in teacher
eriziegn among ftderoa, state, tqcoa, and institutionaA
jurisdictimis.

The federal government has its responsibility--the,providing of

fUnds and the evaluation'of the effective use of these'funds. It

also provides the rational coordination which is extremely essential

to all states. 'Local education agencies ate the purchasers and

consumers of the products of the colleges and universities. They

are the ones who will experience success or failure in teaching

situations dependent,' to a great 'exte9refr on the quality of teaching

provided. It is their needs-, which4reflect student needs, that are

the p mart' factors in developing teacher prepara tion programs. With

the colleges and universities responsible for the preparation of
A

ft
,teachers needed by local education agencies, community colleges,.and

,

technical corlegeb, and the federal government providing the national

coordination for all teacher preparation, it is essential thatthe

state play a vital role in coordinating all these efforts.
-,*

.

4 Vocational teacher education should receive'high priority
as an integral part of the total national and state teacher
education efforts.

Vocational teacher
A.

education is uniquely tied to changes in

technology. pnsequently,,a teacher- learning environment for

'vocational-technical education must be far different from that

r-
required for the normal classroom teacher. A technology-resource

center should be provided within a vocational teacher education-

program, either on a state or regional.basis.

13
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her educators should:be Included -in the initial phase

of tional education program planning.

ram planning invariably takes place without. any -t once

ver for the teacher, his present competencies, and his

ne . t must be expected that innovative and exemplary progr

a

ure

or vocational education will-require changes in teaching...Spec a

acher institutes, seminart, or short-unit classes mavaeea to h.

lanned so that the teacher is "on-board" and in tune" with th

ontemplated changes. This involves much more than merely inf ing

the,teacher about new changes; it must supply the teacher with he

necessary tools to accomplish the intended task. IC is impract cal

to believe that all teachers, because they are teachers, will b able

to adjust automatically to all new instructional patternssocial

planning is necessary.,
'4

Teacher educators,shoul:d develop, teat, and apply

evaluative criteria for teacher education.-

Teacher educators must be aware of. the strengths,and weaknesses

.of their programs and shotld adoipt.sOme'system for continuous -

evaluation of.the program.

Teacher educators should provide service courses in the

history, principles, and ractices of vocational and

career education ot chool personnel. and for the

Lay public.
;

P
Much offvtilt educators iin'g'enera1 and, the public at large know

. about vocational education s false. Educh'prs have little opportunity

to understand the mission o vocatioanl education. Service courses

should be available in'regul/ar undergraduate,, graduate, extension, or

other in-service programs, for anypne who wants to learn about vocational

16
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education. The intedeof such courses is to provide a basic intro-

duction to Vocational education theory and practice. Such courses,.

when available,wust be promotediadvertised) in such a way....As to

become attractive.to teachers and administrators in training, toA

experienced teachers, and to reRresentatives of business, industry,

)),and the ,lay public.

. .

:Program operation of vocational teacher education should be
the responsibility.of professional vocational teacher educators.

0
Professional teacher education is a career that should occupy

the full-time attention of responsible vocational educators who have
7

had special training and wha.have appropriate aptitudes for the tasks

involved. The practice of iaSsigning- a person not aistraleically

trained as a teacheeieducato'r to the responsibility of teacher
t

education is seldom A satisfactory means of achieving qualit* in

teaches` education.

evaZuation of vocational teacher education should be
apart of the -state's total vocational program .evaluation.

It seems logical that evaluation of a statewide program of

vocational education would include an evaluation of teacher education,

but, this, is not the case in many instances of State evaluation. Any

statewide evaluation of vocational education which does not include
r

, . ,,.. . -r c
the specific evaluation of teacher education is questionable.

. 4
Vocational teacher eduAtion programs should utitize the
services of advisory comoittees. v

. ,

Every teaChet edu'Cation progranVolves instruction about
. .

advisory sermices,and yet not all teacher education 'programs take

aaventoe'Of such advisory services. Teacher edlication cannot
.

.19
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become "an island Unto itself;" it must'be continually regenerated

by attitudes, opinions, and data supplied by school administrators;

industrial representatives, teacher educators, and teachers. This

issue is basic.to quality in teacher educad4tion.

)

These twenty-six principles have a direct relatiohship to establishing an

effective, realistic program of vocational teacher education. This paper

does not exhaust the listing of pr .inc1ples that could be relAted to this

subject, but does portray some of the most Controversial and prevalent

principles in the minds of vocational educators today.

ma

20
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'OLES, TASKS, AND RESPONSIBILITIES

. 4-

. .

The sponsors of the vocational education movement placed value upon
teacher education as a prime requisite for quality in vocational educgtion.
The literature about vocational education prior to 1917 shows clearly the
position of importance of teacher education; however, no national modelg were
developed. When the'Federal Board for Vocational Education discussed plans
for vocational education with the states in August 1917, particular` attention
was paid to the states' intentions relative to teacher selection and training.

il

Almost all of the leadership inteacher eduCation during the early years of
1 vocational educa n came from the Federal. Board. BulletiAs and papers were

prepared by they Bard, and national and regionaOneetIngs were sponsoFed by
f agents of the Board in the interests of developing statewide programs of teacher

education. The Federal Board was the teacher for the states in developing ',..

0 teacher education programs. Over the years the role of the Federal ofq ce
changed from that of teacher and director to stimulator. In addition, organized'
teacher education'groups, with national and state components, and affiliated
with the American Vocational Association, emerged into leadership roles in
teacher education.

A

... . . .

Recent national legislation' for vocational education has not intentionally
reflected a lower priority for teacher education, but the program oteaches
education has been subsumed an omnibus category, teferred to generally as
ancillary services. The trouble with a particular unit falling into this
omnibus situation is that it becomes "out of sight" and consequently "out of
mind." Flexibility in the new legislation, and thestated .concerns for
attention to specificiprograms for specific groups, overshadow teacher

0

education concerns; This is not to say that teacher education has neither
grown nor improvedit has, and possibly remarkably so. Btli it'is to say
that the present grand design for vccational.education must include a renewed

4

emphaois upon the teacher.
,_

Delineation of roles, tasks, and responsibilities must be brought into
the limelight once again. It is imperative that new decisions be readhed,
or oldones reconfirmed, about the basic allocation of teacher education

' . .

effort.

An assumption has been made that the roles, tasks, and responsibilities
for teacher education can be defined under the headings'of
Local, State, and Federal. The roles, tasks, and responsibilities 'which

...follow are expressed in terms of pridciples or fundamentals.

21
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InstitutionaliPlan, coordinate, and evaluate programs for thedevelopment of vocational educatiompersonnel.

Comprehensive programs of vocational teacher,education are often

planned and executed in a vacuum. In order to plan effectively,

t
enthusiastic and well-inforted persons.should be invited to assist

vocational teacher educators in developing a sound and worthwhile

program. Theseipirifons may serve as an evaluation team and offer

4 .

constructive sUggeitions that would ultimately enhance the teacher

educato'r's position and the prograth of vocational personnel development.
-,-,i.

1
. %

ar,t the positions of vocational teacher educators
concerning employment conditions, organizational structure,
and relationships and responsibilities to other institutions
and to the state and local educational agencies.

This principle suggests that teacher education' exists in an

environment of AiminisftatAve confusion.- In many instapces the'teacher

educator has simultaneous responsibilitiestO state agencies and the

educational institution. This dilemma does not seem to arise when a

teadher educator is a member of the state staff and is'housed by

contractual arrangement in the institution which provides vocational

teacher education., A conflict of interest results when the state

agency and the'educational institution are sharing equal the costs

for the services of a teacher educator. The teacher educator cannot

answer to more than one authority and be expected to perform his work

effectigkly and efficiently until his administrative relationships

are thoroughly clarified.
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Analyze the nultiplicity of programs serving vocational
teachers and combine program which are common in practice,
application, content, and professional development.

For too many years; vocational teacher education institutions have

specialize and served specific publics, such as agriculture,. home

economics, business,and distributive education, trade, and industrial

education. There are differences which have been identified and

has been given to them. However', all of these subject-matter

areas S are part of the vocational education family and shou14be treated

equally as members of that family. If equal recogbition is to prevail,,

then a program of teacher education must be designed, that will meet the

needs of all these areas and at the same time. provide foi individual

program differences. This approach to vocational teacher preparation

can strengthen the program and provide efficiency and effectiveness.
v.

_Provide vocational teacher education to meet the special needs

of various populations, such as leachers for the capped,

disadvantaged, culturally deprived, and the physical :iTrpaired.

Traditionally, vocational education has served society by preppring

persons for gainful employment without giving specific attention to

special groups of persons. These special'groups of individ&ls have

been absorbed into the "regular" progi-am withou6 reference to their

individual differences. With the population explosion came vast numbers

of people who require and must hayp special attention,' guidance, and

encouragement. For the most part, teacher edu tion programs were not

/ .

tooled-up to o-rOvide vocationii teachers mith th necessary knowledges

4 .

to cope with special situations. An emphasis mus :be provided in

vocational teacher education programs to adsureth t teachers develop

special competencies to meet the challenges of sfec al populations.

4
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Give continuous7o1hasis to the professional growth and
development ofogationaleducation teadfters.

Without a douht;4ograms of vocational teacher education place

a high priority on the teacher's professional obligation. Generally,

however, professionalism_means belonging to th'e subjectl-matter organi-

zation and the national.association which represents vocational education.

Little or no attention is given to providing teachers with the,under-
,

standing and attitude, that will 'encourage and permit them to act in a

professional manner, in the best interests of their students. Teachers

must be able to rationalize objectively about their positions as members

of an administraCive team and their own personal-professional obligations: .,

e'
Without being able to make these determinations, the teacher will have

,.,

.

no voice in the governance of his own profession.

Conduct an economic appraisal, in terms of sts and ,
_effectiveness, of the programs for' the devel t of
vocational personnel.

° Like evaluation, little attention has been given to costs,and

effectiveness of vocational teaper education programs. Information

regarding cous as Ilelated to preparing persons to teach tends to

be obscured by the multitude of activittes and responsibilities of

teacher educatbrs. Institutions have usually not been concerned about

accountability and about costs required to provide an effective and

efficient.program for developing vocational education personnel. It

is quite'` difficult to determine how effective,a teacher is in relation-

ship to what it costs to prepare him to teachh

24
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Perpetuate professional growth of teacher education staff
through self-appraisal, in-service education opportunities, .
and creative and imaginative attitudes.

It has been said that "a vocational education program is no better

than its teachers." A parallel .to this,may be stated that "the strength

of a teacher education program is no better than Its teacher educatOrs."

Complacency and traditionalism have no place in contemporary teacher

education. Teacher educators must discipline themselves to be imagi-'

native, creative, vibrant personalities to insure that the program is,

the,best tha t can be atiained.A0Vodbtional education cannot become an

effective sys'tem for preparing individuals fo1 the world of work unless

ehe teacher educator recognizes his responsibility to develop an

innovative program of teacher education.

Utilize'differentiated staffing in vocational teacher

education programs.

Teacher educators can no longer depend solely upon'their own

experiences and competencies'ip pleparing persops,to become vocational

education teachexs. They must be willing to recruit, accept, and employ

persons with special skills to aid the total program of personnel

development. Without the services of semi- or pard-proftssional

personnel, the program will become stagnant and traditionalized.

Organize functional advisory committees fOr programs of P

vocational education' personnel development.

Teacher education has not utilized advisory committees advanta-

geously. Seldom have invitationabeen extended toknoWledgeable,

well-informed citizen who could make contributions 5Oward guiding

the maintenance and/or impibverrnt of a program,for the development

of vocational education personnel. Committees should be compOsed of
A

'22
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Local

individuals who are concerned about tdaCher'educa4on,-whO know and

understand the educational community, and who are willing-to accept

responsibility for developing and_Taintaining-an effectille program

for preparing vocational educatiim personnel.

Recommend type of education and experience necessary
to assure that each instructor will function appropriately
in a career-oriented educational envirprent.

The local agency has the responsibility for recommending the type(,
-. -

of edutation necessary to assure that each edi.cator'in the focal
. $

education agency will functiOn appropriately in a career-oriented-
.

educetional environment. Siich recommendations may include courses

in vocational education, educatidnal philosophy or concepts for all

teachers, or a program of work experience designed to give educators

a.perspeclive,of the world orwork.
9

Develop a long-range program of professional growth for each
person employed in the vocational education program.

'

It is the responsibility of the local education, agency to develop r

. a long-range program of professional growth for each person employed
; - 6

in vocational education. An individualized program of professional

growth which is based upon indiVidual needs should be developed for

each person, whether he be the vocationat'director, the vocational

counselor, dean of vocational education, or instructor. Thiswill

enable the individual to purstie a systematic program of development

leading to excellence in the profession% It will also 'assure the '

' -
. .

system of greater numbers of qualified personnel at.all tevels.

Although this objective is accomplished in pooperation with the state

.26
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and institutional agencies, it should -be recognized that it is a
' A

.4
u %

lifiFary responsibility of the locl*education agency. %,

* '

V

Develop long-24ang projections a to 5 years) of vocational

education personnel needs.

Development of a plan .describing long-range vocariopaf6teacher
42', it*

. education needs for each local education agency will p rovide the State

offibe and the teacher education institutions with InformatiOn needed

. -y
. ,

to plat; an effective program of vocational teacher education. Although
. .

teacherthis infbimaiion has primary value to the state office and, the

training institutions, it must be recognized that the Idcal educational

agency is in the besi position for projecting Long-range needs for

-.vocational personnel. ,.
.

-Stimulate vocational education personnel.to'piciape in
occupaticial teachingand in-service training activities.

Stimulation of vocational educators- to participate in in-service

training acti:Vitiesshould be accomplishedthrough normal motivation;
.

but becau4e of the tremendous impqrtanCe of Ire-service vocational-
. t

. .

teacher education, it maY.be,o essary to make in-service eduCativ
.

a condition of employment. A pos problem exists where teachers

- have-dual certification, i.e., they, ma have academic credentials in

. i

audition to their vocational tertification'and may.demonstrata.ip
-

't .
reluctance to engage in in:Service education on an after-school basis '

.

when their.academic colleagdes are not required lo do The same. This

emphasizps the need for initiative to be taken, piimarily, 'by the focal

al 9

educational agency, but with thejeboperation'of the state and*educitional
0

institutions -which may be performing the actual in-service program.*

,

.
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Appoint .a person to be responeible for the management of-a
- 410 %...

6 ; "local'proressional development plan.

Som#one has to be in charge. Pibfessional development plans will
6

sk

not develop in local area unless someone "rises to the occasion" or

is 'assigned the tesponsibility;. Much improyeMent in vocational

professional development can result if"someone on'the local level has.

Nr, e

been identified to.wark Oitla state, county,-regionai, or teacher

education personnel. Profesiional deyelOPment plans, to be effective,

must reach every person La vocational education. Top prioritY'must

he assigned to professional development for teachers. It wbula be

much easier totcarry out teacher education, professional development

programs if a local person was designated as the "key" person for

. profe'ssional development.

Identify in-service educational needs of currently
1 employed vocational,education personnel.

In order to take full advantage of the provisions of the Vocational
.

Education,Amendments of 1968, it is necessary that. the local educational-

agency provide avast amount of in-service education for,persons

currently employed. It is considered the responsibility of the local

. r
educational agency to gather data about in-service needs and disseminate

-.it to the state 'office and teacheetraining institution, and.to coop-
, .

erate with those agencies in developing a program that will satisfy

- .

the educational needs.

Pivvide training stations, guidance, and supervision for
od student teachers, interns, teacher aides, and others who

are entering careers in vocational qiizciation.

The lObal educaionagenci has a key responsibility in working

with teacher training in'titutions to proyide training stations for -

28
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student teachers, and to assist in aprograpeof guidance and supervision

which vill assure meaningful experiences for trainees. Too often student

teachers are assigned to a training station with little. supervision,'

leivfhg the-stucient, teacher to fend for himself. Thfs is a truly

formative period for the student teacher and a time-when he gains some
,,-

of his most valuable.experfences in his total teacher preparation' program.

Not only is there continued need for training stations on,the

secondary level, but an, increased need is recognized for Community '

college training stations for persons preparing to teach in a pc.01-high

school environment. There are many characteristics common to secotidary

school teachErs and-community college teachers, but the differences : .

warrant tansideration of training stations ln both types of iggitution's.

In the area of student teaching, the person who has the greatest impact

'on student teachers is not usually the college professor, but rather

the person in the teacher training station who.has closest contact

with the student teacher. The cooperating teach ier, or the one who s

assigned to assist the student teacher, should be a Capable member of /

the. staff who has a desire.to work with and develop student teachers.

.
Budget for in -service training needs including released time,.
incentive Icy, sabbatical leave, educational leave, and

,tuition paymen't.

Budget fOr in-service training needs should include provision's

for released time, incentive pay, sabbatical leave, educational leave,

'
and tuition-payment. It is a common practice in business and industry

to budget for in-:service training;, it is now necessary that educational

agencies recognize this practice as a local responsibility.

2 cd
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Provide teache. salarg schedules 1,14igh equate
vocational.prparation and.,academic prepara

tiOkate the range of vocational education.preparedhess for those

.

,new teachers who arelong on
,

academic preparation and-those who are

short.ot academic preparation, and establish a.salary schedule which

adequate* takes this range of starting conditions into accaua. New

vocational teachers who are short on academic, preparation are often

penalized on the salary schedule, and many times those who ,ae long on

.-academic preparation and lacking in work experience are inappropriately
. .

evaluated in termslf their Worth in the vocational education program.

It is therefore important that a fait and compatible 'salary schedule

beldeveloptd-which will take this range of conditions 'into account.. .

This becomes even more impdttant as an ens of mandatory teacher
. __,..4......i.

. . .
.

s, management negotiations ixapproached7. The success of teacher recruit-
.

ment and teacher educati4 programs bears a strong relationship to

the degree to which salary schedules account for this range of preparation.

'Identify potential vocational education teachers.

Local educational agencies should do more toward the discovery -of

.

potential vocational education teachers emong their students and begin

, early to groom them for future positions in vocational education.

r.
State=coordimited guidelines should be developed td'assise the local

educational agency in recruiting staff fqi v ocational education needs. -

.

These guidelines' should be applicable to the recruitment of supervisors,

counselors, teaching aides, and other vocational education staff

personnel. Follow-up of the state apprentice graduates might lead to

a source of potential vocational, education.teachers. In cooperation

I*
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with the local education agency, the state office and the educational

institution, identified Potential vocational education teachers_ could
V . s

.
..,,

be encouraged to start their academic "programs while gaining work

experience.

.

Encourage.attitudes.ofprofessionaZism among

vocational education teachers.

.

The local educational agendy has a definite responsibility in

developing an attittlae-af.Orofessionalism among all its vocational'

teachers. There are vocational problems that can best be solved

by educators through the device of the ional vocational education

organization. Only as,teachers develop an attitude of rofessionalism

can they be stimulatedto engage in professio activities; therefore,'

the local educational agency has'the additional tesp ibility of

creating an environment in which professionalism will. thrive.

Develop evaluation plans to measure effevtiveness
of instruction in cooperation with the state agency.

One- and five-year vocational educational plans developed by the

local educational agency in compliance with state regulations should.

include a program of instructional evaluation. :Present plans lack

accountability in the area of teacher performance. One- and five-year

plans should, therefore, not only be explicit in terms of vocational

programs which prepare and upgrade stddents for employment, but should

also include plans to.upgradg and evalUate effectiveness of instruction.

. .

Work to improve lines ^of communication between
vocational eduCation staff and other professional'staff.

Exchange of information on a face-to-face basis is exceedingly
.

important.
JI

In addition to other teachers becoming interested and

3
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knowledgeable about vocational education,.vebtional education teachers

40
Must be well-informed about the total educational program of the

school and district, and must participate as integril members of the

total school staff.

. .

Evaluate the environment' uzvhsch the teacher
-comdiccts his vocational education prdgrcm.

Evaluation of vocational teacher education should be conducted

by the local educational agency and should include a review of each

.

teacher's instructional environment. In evaluating the effectilAnqss

of teacher education, it is necessary that the behavioral change,

(or whatever has occurred because of the teacher or his teaching) be

determined, not by examining the teacher, but by observing him 'as he

functions within his environment. Such things as room liihting:the.

type of students in the Tiogram, relative fitness of theequipment,

budget, storage spaceall these are a part of the teacher's environ-
______

ment and must be takeninto consideration when. evaluating -the

effectiveneSs ofvocational teacher education.

Make recommendations far the imprOement of
vocational instruction.

The local; education agency should include a

r
evaluation of vocational teacher education a re ommendaelon for the

part pf the

A .

further improvement of instruction. One of the gdali in evAlugtingt
the effectiveness of vocational teacher education should be the

rovement of instruction. It is therefore important that a part,

-
of Ehe luatiOn include reoadamendations for the.improvement.of

instruction. -In order to constitute a truly effective part of the

32
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State

evaluation, these recommendations should be transmitted to the state

and the teacher training institution. Cooperatively the local

educational agency, the state office and the teacher training

institution can act upon instr tional improvement recommendations.

:;'$

&ice teacher tion programs readily availftble to

all.vocational education teachers.

It is the state's responsibility to see that teacher education

programs are available to all vqcational teachers. This includes

pre-serVIce and in-service, and concerns the teachers in the secondary

schools, community, colleges, technical colleges, and the various adult

and manpower programs where preparation for work if .offered. In view

of the new emphasis and the vital need for teachers and counselors
.

to orient students in the early grades, the State Departmen,t:fof

Education has the responsibility to see that these teachers have the

appropriate preparation to carry out this responsibility.

4

Identify the quantitative need for vocational
education teachers.

4

it is the state 's responsibility to summa rize and to forecast

vocational education 'teacher requirements. Data'hould be obtainable

from local districts and used as "one of the basesfor predicting

teacher needs.

The nature of short- apd long-range"teacher iequiretents bears

directly upon the kinds of-Xeacher education to be provided.and may

e SuggeStive of strengthsnd weaknesses of existin? teacher education

curricula.
3 CS
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Evaluate the performance of teacher educators.

Procedures must be developed that can:be used by teacher educators

forself-evaluation and by state administrators in vocational educat

for evaluating the performance of teacher educators.

Coordinate Local and institutional 'teacher education activities.

on

The state is in an excellent position to provide a coordination

service to.teacher education institutions. It is important to reduce

unwarranted overlapping of teacher edutation services. and to strengthen

programs where appropriate.

Disseminate information from national and state sources to
teacher education institutions which bears directly on for
is closely related to) teacher education'tasks.

,
Because of its clOse relations with the U.S. Office of Education

.

and the local education agent 'es, the state is in .a.posiiion to be

acquainted with the latest developments and policies as practiced by ,

. 'these agencies; Colleges and universities may oiten-be limited to

the published article or the journal for information. It is the

responsibility of the state to see that,information"concerning the

JA

Most recent actions, policy gositions, Rersonnel changes, legal

interpretations, and other actions vital to vocational education be

.

made available to the college instructors who'prepare vocational
- c ----______

teachers: Unless these, teacher educators are well-acquainted-with
.

the newest ,ind latest developments, the, preparation of new teachers

will suffer.

,

-Design Certification standards for vocatio467.education teachers.

Setting up'certification standards is primarily a state

34
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responsibility. The Division of Vocational Education in the State'.

Department of Education should continually assess the certification

and/or approval standards for vocational teachers. It should seek to

make changes when these standards become obsolete or do not fulfill

the current needs. It should consult with the local education agencies

and the institutions of teacher preparation, and then use its influence

to obtain these changes as needed.

Revieb and approve vocational teacher education research
prioposals.according to -priority .neede4of the state.

The state should be actively involved in the review and approval

t
gf the proposals subinitted to the U.S. Office of Education for research

in vocational teacher education. The state cannot effectively serve

all the agencies unless it is in the position of indicating the

priority needs of the state, and to that extent indicate its support

of proposals for funds to conduct special teacher education programs..

'In those cases where the state has developedan expertise in proposal

writing, it should work- cooperatively with loCal education agencies and

institutions of higher learning in preparing EPDA or research proposals-

Administer funds for vocational teacher education.

Sinde funds may be available to the state under the Amendments

of Vocational Education Act of 1968, under Part F of the EPDA,-and

.from state sources, the state ,should plan to use these funds in the

support of pre-service and in-servi,ce teacher education. To the

extent that these funds areavailable, it should provide support to

institutions of higher, learning as well as to local education agencies

interested in conducting In-service seminars and workshops. The

5
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state may also wish to use some of these funds in conducting conferences

or in- service programs under its own direction. Providing funds to

the various institutions carries with it the responsibility to evaluate,

the effectivdness of the programs which aresupported. Funding to

the colleges and universities should enable them to go beyond their

routine role of preparing teachers and to serve vocational education

more effectively.

Plan and coordinate an educational personnel
development program.

The state should submit proposals to obtain EPDA (Part F) funds

in order to serve the state. Proposals-to be submitted should be

based on the needs of the local education agencies, colleges, univer-

sities, community colleges, and technical oolleges. They should

provide an opportunity for innovative practices which may improve
I

the general direction of'teacher preparation.

Provide leadership for the coordination of all
vocational teacher education programs.'

The state has the responsitAlity of providing leaderthip for

coordination of all teacher education programs.,. The preparation of

voca ?'lei+ teachers cannot be isolated from the general preparation

of all teachers. It is vital that state vocational personnel' be

invqlvad in any coordinating effort'or affiliated with any advisory
0

group which funCiions withinthe state reiative to the preparation

of teachers at all levels. By functioning on this general level,

the State Division of Vocational Education can be more effective in

its program for improving the spcific preparation of vocational

teachers.

. .



Federal

Develop and recommend general guidelines for the implementation

and improvement of vocational teacher education.

The purpose of guidelines is to assist the states to develop

.-.61

. appropriate programs of teacher education in cooperation with she

financial support and leadership of the federal government,.

Coordinate federal ,services which can support

vo&ztional teacher education.

Coordinate the services available in the,federal goiiernMent which

can further develop and improve teacher education in the states, Help

to eliminate unnecessary duplication and assist the states to utilize

funds, services, and materials which are made available.

Administer federal fields for vocational' teacher education.
:

In addition to the funs that are made available`vailable Nne 1968,..

Vocational} Amendments and the E.P.DA--,--faidCwhich are supplied

or research, curriculum development and exemplary programs may also

in certain situations, support programs in teacher education. The

'federal gOvernment in cooperation with the states should establish

priority of needs for teacher education. Federal funds should then'

be used to support programs that are designed to meet those needs.

- .

Encourage the development and implementation of
model vocational -teacher education prbgramet.

'Th additional demands being made on vocational educators make

it neae sary to develop the most effective types of teacher education

--'.

progra s to prepare instructors anetleaders who-are_well-qualiffed
. % _, .

,

to. co allot the new programs of vocational and technical edubstion.

.37
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Sponsor national conferences, workshops, and res.,,.,

studies. to improve teacher education program.
.

There is a continuing need for the,sponsorship nationally of

different types of.conferencos and workshops. These should-be designed

to furnish the information which is needed by teacher edudators and

by leaders invocational and technical education.

Collect and disseminate'data.aloout research studies and
exemplary program, including data from,national societies
and non- governmental agencies, related to. teacher education.

Many new exemplary projects are being implemented throughout

the nation. Some of these probably relate to teacher educatiOn. It

is important for the state to be fully advised concerning exemplary

programs that can help to improve teacher eAlcation.

Sponsor the development of curriculum materiats
to improve teacher education..

Careful consideration should be given to the advisability of

using some of the curriculum funds for the implementation of curriculuth

materials which can help to upgrade programs of teacher education.

Negoftate contracts to develop instruments_ for
the evaluation'of teacher eduCation programs.

Funds available on the federal level that can be used for

evaluation of teacher education should be made available by contract

to national centers, research groups, tgacher eduCation institutions,
e

and State Departments of Education to. evaluate programs. ofeteacher

education. Thee federal governmen shouts monitor these contracts tO

' see that the funds are effectively used and to assure that the findings
.

J

will/,be made availab e to the St tes.

I**1
\
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Make national assessments of the range, scope) and

effectiveness of vocational teacher edudatibn.

An assessment Audy should be made annually of teacher education

programs.. Such a study should take into consideration the number

of teachers and leaders enrolled, materials developedfor use of

instructors, research conducted, changes in the program, services

providpd to, the teachers throirgh visitation and workshops, and -

cilities used in teacher education.

Collect anepublish da about the availability

of vocational education te ers.

It is important to keep up-to-date information concerning the

number of teacher's and other leaderswho NTa being prepared. The

availability of this information should increase the employment.

opportunities of the teachers educated; it can help in the adaptation

-of-teacher education programs and can have 'a direct influence on th e

' develokent of dew programs of vocational and technical education. *

Deterinine the need for: and adequacy of, programs

designed to ddvelop state leadership.

Both the old and new programs of teacher education designed to

develop state leaders, teacher educators, and specialists shobld

be evaluated.carefully. Effort should be made to provide adequate

programs of education for teacheis who are, to be advanced to positions

on the state or. other administr ative.levels.
4

. 4

Assess the status of accreditation- of teacher
education institutes. 7

A
4 .

More infdrmattorOis needed about Oe.accreditation of programs

of teacher education i ions,'and of institutions which conduct

3
4
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.

programs that relate to vocational and technical. education. New

developments'ql the field of accreditation should be appraised and

if advisable, the federal government should provide additional lead-

ership to assist in improving the accreditation of these st;tutions.

IV
Evaluate the effectiveness 4' projects funded through
ELVA and other federal teacher education programs:-

The purposes of these -evaluations -are to identify weaknesses,

det rmine the-effectivegriss of the.programs and disseminate the
. .

resu ts of the evaluations.

a

/
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IMRROVEMENT EXPANSION

Nopational education caa,beproud of its Becher education :programs.
.These programs heave served vocational-education well and it eem safe to
say that vccaiiobaredueationiksomewat better off because it did, in
fact,, honor principles of teachee:education as an integral part of its total. .

, , ! -

'program. *
) 9

*$
....rpegte.progfas teacher education are liettr than others. Some

programl have been c ducted by inspired teaae;...educators. Some programs
' hivt,had*.strong suppo,t of educatiohal administretnrs. Solfteprograms have

had dnqplified:atEeation-from State Directors of Vocational. Education.
`Nevertheless, gignificanedifferences in content, method, and procedUres - -
appeared. In part, this was a good sign because it indicated a strong
desire net to cast all teachers into the same mold, andlo recognize the
individual talenta.of teachera,_ Despite the variety of differencesall

'proitams of teacher education ave recognized the centrality of the teacher.
_ Ain relation to quality of vocational- education programs..-

New ideas:for im plementation of ilocatio nal.education programs, as
expressed the Vocational Education. Amendments of 1068, with broad and
_flexible concepts related to peoplg and occupations, did-not define in
any apecificiway how teacher education should adjust in line-with general,

.

en:pension of vocational edUeation. ReCognition,of the necessity-to p1aCe -
an e9haiis up-on the,teacher.eame in the forth of tlie-4Education Pikfessions
Development Act, P.L.--90-35/' Party of the Act (Title II,, vrA P.L.
-90-576) focused Attention upon -leadershipidevelopment in refation'to
vdtationat education personnel:,

ei

, .

- Suggestions concerning improvement and_expansion of. vocational teacher.
..ecitCeion Were received,in the form of answers to ilueftions related to,'
ways and means, procedures, and resources and to the rote of the principal
'professional organization-- The-American Vocational Asfociation.

r,2
.
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Identify ', the Ways and Means of Expi,inding, Teachpr
EducatiOn (All Vocational Areas, Techpical Educatio Practical Arts,
and Manpower) In Order to Serve-manger Groupof e Present and
Potential Teachers

1

- -1

.

.%

Establish an Office of fFirclessional Development at the state
Level which is responsible.for coordination and leadership
for all phases of:pro essional development.

Such action is inte ded to prevent duplication Of strvices and

administrative structures. FOrthermore, it is intended to hold one

K

office responsible for piling and implementation of professional

development activities: It is` not intended that this office actually

perform all of theie activides, but to arran for leadership

-activities to be conducted and to coordinate all statewide activities

pertaining to professional development for Nz. cational education.

..
.

:

.
.Develop vocational teacher edUcation as definite subsystem

of the Larger total system of, teacher e ation.
k-

. Throughout the United States there are ./c1 basic systems of. .

. \

a1...,

teAcher education: (1),,one for all teachers except vocational

' .

education tenchera, 'and (2) one for vocational education teachers
1

to

only--the second system is further subdivided into various fields

of vocational education.

It is obvious that economies can be achieved by joining forces.

Each state is urged to make sucfi adjustments, to capitalize upon

the advantages of the comMonali4tieg in teacher education, butnot

to abdicate its respon.ibility for follow-through concern for

vocational education teachets. Most seneral teacher education

institutions (see #1,above) have little. or no concern for the teacher

after,basic teacher education requirements have been completed. The .

/:
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impli ation of EPDA and. VEA '68 is tower continuous concern for the

r

.

-f

3

throughout his instructional

'Expaad the scope of teacher education beyond re-seroice
and 1,73 'ser-Zi,cettczaining and beyond secondary pos

secondary 'on to_include attention to areas sue

as runpower programs, correctional institutions, i trial

pro speqvai groups, and a Variety -0y. continuing*

on programs.

This item is self - explanatory, but it hints at a present defgot

in the tystem for vocational 'teacher education programs that concgn-
.

trate attention kargery upon the pre-service aspects of teacher

,education.

Plan for increasing emp
,v4cational teacher eduqats

Teach4r education

provide al kinds of definitille data about teachers and teacher .

profiles. Such data should'show changes in characteribtics of -A

is- on research in

prograrts.

tions should be held responsible'to

teachers, trends and relationthips of various kinds, and should: n.

general be the source of all information needed about teachers.--Iiir

additiorveacher education programs should experiment with new''.

methodology and theories of teaching and learning, should integrate

these elements -into the teacher education program, and should publish,

and distribute new instructional data'to teachers in the field-.

Conduct teacher education programs both in the university and

in the vocational schools to upgrade prepare teachers

- for certification. b'

The intent here is4clearly.to get teacher educators out of the

l'ivory'halls" and into the real-life situation of vocational

instruction. It is abviou'sly possible to conduct teacher education

4
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outside the college or university classrooms and to shorten the

I 1.

length of time reqUtrea for basic teacher Oieparation. Furthermore,

such experience would provide an excellent base for the developowar-6

of in- service, programs of Leacher education.
.11.100.

Utilize the services of nonvocational edUcaticn specialisti
such as sociologists, economists, and representatives of.
industrial training programs.

0
Teachfr education programs can profit by bringing specialists

from other disciplines and from the world of work to Consult with

teacher educators, to participate tn instruction of-teachers, and to-

update vocational education teachers concerning,related knowledge of

..,*

value in understanding student's and the social, economic, and techno-
11,

logiCal climate in which they will work.

4

Use appropriate advertising resources to obtain new teachers.

This item suggests that it is imperative to seek vocational

education teacherspeople who have special qualities,of value for

vocational education instruction. Many new vocational education

teachers gqt into the program by accident rather than by desIgn.

Recruitment of. new teachers is essential to the progressive

.
development nf vocational education.

Provide off,campus training in geographical areas for -

greater availability; provide flexibility in student'
teaching; revue institutional requirements in line
with off-campueinstructign.

Needed changes in the method of providing teacher ed4cation

seem to suggest that teacher education should be taken to locations

,

where the teachers are. Campus classes are not necessarily taboo,

44
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but considerable adjusttent and flexihIlity can be provided if

teacher educators Vies:, th- eir task as extending far beyond the confines

of the campus. ;

Evaluate resent teacher education programs to
determine effectiveness anti efficvency.

- -

What good does teachei education real ly do?: What evidence Can

be gleaned to,sbow that teacher,education is,actually valuable, and
.

that it.does in fact help teachers? These are continuing tasks df

teacher educators who are responsible to obtain and make available

..the evidence to demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt the worth of the

teacher education iiogram. tvalu4ion of teacher education has

never been more impetative.

Conduct a status survey to*termine supply of and demand
for teachers in vocational education. -

State administrators' should know that teacher education programs

are in fact preparing a sufficient number of new t:achers.to account

for normal turnover and expansion. Attempts should be made to

determine the long-range requirements for vocational education-
%.

:..

-. teachers,
.,.

- .

f

B flexible in meeting pre-service and in- service need's

o teachers; make field; summer/and evening courses

a ailable to potential teachers.

All states seem to have a general problem of making teacher

education available in a variety 'of ways to meet the special

requirements of teachets.

44 /
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, .Improve the utilization of teacher education staff.by comDvnzng
courses which are essentially common to all vocational areas.

e

.

Thls,issue condemns the \practice of offering separate teacher

education courses in a single institution for ,different vocational'

areas, particularly courses which can be construed as common to all

. 7
vocational education areas. Institutions are urged td make adjust-

ments where such obvious duplicatiod occcs.

Examine the practices of state funding of
vocational teacher education. ,

States vary widely in the extent to which they invest in

vocational teacher education. In the absence of,definitive data,

it is believed ,that some states have so %Teaned" the teacher education

program that its-actual effectiveiess is impaired. 4 Corollary to

the gbneral problem suggests that states should know what they are

actually getting for their investment in teacher education, reptd-
.

less of the size of this investment. Comparative data shoUld be
7 '

0 obtained on a national basis about the actual investment in-teacher

education.

Include evaluation and prparation of instructional
materials in teacher education programS."

4

This item implies the need' fOr'Curricular material in vocational

education and implies further that deV'elopment of instructional

material for a variety of,vocational programs should be undertaken'

by, under the dite6tfOn'of,`or in close relationship.to teacher

education. Other tbidgs being equal, teacher education is (or should

be) in a strategic position to evaluate instructional'materials and

supervise the preparation of such materials.

46
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Encourage vocaticmal efiaitation teachers to recomend
potential vooational.eduoation teachers.

Every teacher finds&in most of his classes an maitanding .sfudent
M4

who seems to have desirable qualities to become an outstanding

vocational education teacher. This is one part of the total recruit-
,.

ment program. Vocational4ducation teachers are urged to become

sensitive to their potential for suggesting teachers, eitar from

their classes or from their business and industrial contacts.

Develop and implement programs for preparing
an increased number of teacher educators.

How a person becomes,a teacher educator seems clouded,in mystery.

Very little is being done!4to find potential teacher educators and to

provide them with special workshops, in stitutes, or,seminars in order

to speed up the process of becoming sensitive to the many facets of

teacher education. Few if any states would have the capacity to

organize and conduct teacher education preparation programs. This

.4

appears to be a national EPDA'problem which could be implemented by

national leadership and,,provided in two or more areas throughout the

nation at periodic interval*:

SeZZ the deciaion-makerson the importance of teacher gducation.

This entire project i.kbeame'd- toward the task of bringing ter

education prominently to.. the'attention of the decision makers. The

question of what is needed,ta the way of teacher education should

Ni
accompany all vocational-Oucation program plans.

5."
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Develop state-wide and regional structures to promote
cooperation among teacher education programs.

Although the responsibility for teacher education should be

fixed in any state, talents.throughout the state and in other

institutionsshould be used.

PA vide direct "pipeline" between the state agency
and t r education jnstitutions.

S

In some states, evidence indicateg that teacher educators feel

they are too far removed from state agencies responsible fOr program

development and that the problems and issues confronting COachersa

education do not get to decision-makers at the state level.

Poll local a&rinistrators and instructors regarding
vocational teacher education services needed.

Teacher educatots must maintain a continuous relationship with
,

the employers of vocational education teachers for the purpose of

knowing firsthand about the kinds of teache-education servicei

1' 2

needed to improve the instructional capacities of teachers.

Recognize community college credit for voOdtIOnal teacher education.

-Concepts of the "open curriculumrin teuhfr educatior should

prevail to the extent that a potential teacher can be hven credit

for similar or identicaleduOtion requirementg iitteacher education.
.

The new teacher in'tiainingshould>have an opportunity to "challenge"

any teacher education course upon the basis of prior completion or7
.

prior experiencd" related to the course.

46
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.1

Arrange for the joint appointment of teacher education

faculty to .community college facilities and to vocational
education facilities at other universities.

This technique, where feasible, can assure depth'to teacher

eduCation and can utilize competencies in a two-way process in ,

teacher education.

Arrange for the appointment of state, agency personnil
to vocational teacher education faculties on a part-time basis:

The advantages of close involvement of the state agency personnel

in the teacher ectucatioli program are obvious. Benefits are gained-

both by the teacher educator and the state agency personnel; new

and experienced teachers have an opportunity to become acquainted

with, state agenpy personnel and can S1 'e their hopes and ,fears with

the policy makers in vocational' education.

Use both resident and itinerant teacher educators.

This item is not only a convenience for teachers but tends to

keep theth in frequent contact with progressive dckelopment in tepch-

ing and learning. Use of itinerant teachers makes it possible to

take advantage of specialized experiences whiCh May not be availble-

among resident teacher educatois.

Make available many forms of financial.assistance to teachers.

Increased emphasis upon .teachei education suggests that some of

the funds for teacher education should be devoted to direct assistance

for teachers, The ultimate goal wouldbe 0 provide all teacher

education programs at no expense to the teacher, even to the point

of giving an honorarium for the teacher to attend some kindi of

teachek. edUcation programs

45
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.Disseminate information about pocatiofial teacher
education to 'all 6iterested groups. I.

Information about vocational teacher education J.s one of the

best-kept secrets in vocational education. Until teacher educators

ti make such information available, it is difficult to expect that all

interested groups will provide strong support for teacher eduCation.

It is difficult to support that which you donitsknOw much'about or

do not understand.

Develop vocational education personnel as individuals
beyond mere "occupational" preparedness.

Occupational competency has been a hallmark in vocational

teaching. However, the principles of teacher education-go far

beyond the single requirement of occupational competency. Programs

of teacher education must have 'elements of a broadening nature and

must be in tune with contempOrary needs--teaching the culturally'

disadvantaged student, for example.

Apply AMIDS (Area Manpower'Institute for the DevelopMent
of Staff) on a broader front.

The AMIDS programs actually perform many teacher education

functions which have been ignored, or possibly not specifically

provided,by the vocational educational legislation or the atate

plans. Teacher education is needed on a broader front is

commonly provided in the states; commitment has been larde y to

,ire- service teacher education. Close collaboration with AMIDS will

benefit both programs: (1) extend teacher education to a larger

group, and (2) provide teacher edudation expertise which is not

totally available in AMIDS, programs.7
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dapt certification format to permit entry from business
industry and from baccalaureate programs.

A frequent criticism of vocational education is that-it does

not provide a reasonable open entry to employment Of teachers from' '

bus ness, industry, and other baccalaureate programs. Expansion

4

hop -d for in vocational education will require that states evaluate

the r certification requirements to be sute that such require ments

are not excluding desirable teachers in vocational education:

lodernize teaching techniques: use.a variety of teaching methods.

Teacher education programs should exemplify the best possible

tea ing., From the standpoint of instruction, teacher education

prog ams should use modern devices and a variety of teaching methods

to d tsonstrate by actual exampie their concern for the individual

.

teac er.

.r.... .
,

Pr vide teaching specialists for various' special student groups.

his is an opportunity for teachV education administration

bring eaching*specialists to special groups of 'teachers - -basic

to

education; English as a second langdage, cirriculum for the
1 .

\ recogniied by teacher educators; otherwise it may not be provided

,

handicap ped and the disadvantaged and the like. This need must be
,

\

,

az all. I.

Grant colleges credit for certified occupatsona r expersence.

So4 'state's have experinfen ted in granting college credit for

occupatt nal experience. This practice seems to be highly desirable

and all tates are urged to institute such a program,or to review

and updatVe programs now available.

1
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Identify Sp ecific Procedures to be Usecrio Improve the Effectiveness
of Vocationai Teacher Education

#

Develop more effective follow-up of first-year and
second-year vocational education teachers.

For the most part these-are the formative years for the

vocational'educafion teacher--the period of time when teachers

need the most help on the job, a4d with real -fife instructional

situations. Teacher educatori must be available to give assistance

when needed. Furthermore, teacher educators could collect data

continuously concerning the instructional problems of new teachers

and then use these data to modify teacher education.

Make a state-wide study of total efforts in vocational
teacher education:

This is part'ofthe general knowledge that each state'should

possess aboUt the actual programs of teacher education. Relevant

data about. vocati teacher education is sctce. Too little is

known about the nature of the total effort, its strengths and

weaknesses.

Develop better communications from the state office .

relative to resources (types, of funds) available for
special workshops in teacher education.

In the absence of statewide efforts to Coordinate prafessional

development, each teacher education institution' must shift for
,

itself in attempts to.provide special services. Frequently these

,attempts are handicapped because of the lack of (or poor) dommunica-

tion with the state agency. On the other hand, all teacher education

agencies should'take the initiative to, know what resources are

52
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available from the federal level.

, 4

Develop guidelines, on a national basis, for the evaluation
of taacher education program. by the individual states.

Opinion is nearly equally divided concerning the relevance of

this item. (Ap4many people disagree, or are undecided, as airee.)

It would appear to be advantageous for teacher educators,to know

about national attitudes concerning criteria for evaluation; the

fear is related to imposing, national criteria which may reduce

local. initiative.,

Encourage all Divisions of AVAand,associated teacher
education groups, to work together.in support of vocational

teacher education.

Tegcher education frequently gets lost in relationto the major

decisions about vocational education. CertaAly one element of

vocational education common to all Divisions of A1)A i teacher

education. It seem obvious thal all visions should develop

strong concerns ab4t and support for teacher education.

h

DeveloP plans 0(Improve the competericy of teacher educators.

No satisfactory means has yet been devised 'in vocational

A f

education tp provide self-renewal activities forzteacher educators.

This is an urgent item worthy of spec ilk consideration and support

of EPDA programs: This problem is national in scope and cuts

across all area of vocational education.
.

Develop a state-wide vocational education management
system which includes vocational teacher. education.

. This item is somewhat controversial. One out of three persong

. ,
.

,-- consulted tended to disagree:or was undecided aboutthe matt. It

-,

',

I 5
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does seem reasonable that if any part pf vocational education is

_evaluated, teacher education should not be excluded. 'Disagreement

and indecision about this issue may suggest more direct self-.

evaluation activities among teacher educators:/

ot

Utilize the resources of the State Advisory Council
in vocational.' teacher education planning.

Teacher educators should take the initiative to keep state

advisory councils advised about the total program of teacher

education and urge such councils to review and study teacher

education resources in each state.

Explore the further development and Utilization of
correspondence-courses in vocational teacher education.

Despite a strong negative attitude. (four to one against), this

item may have'significatit value. Few, if any, persons would age

with the item as a total replacement for present teacher training

activities. However, vocational teachers (the isolated teacher,

for example) for whom teacher education is mot readily available

cannot be ignored and-mist be served in the same manner as other

Promote field experiences and internships for
vocational teacher -education.

Realization of this item can follow many paths tnd is another

example of, the need for teacher education to explore new ways-and

dimensions of relevance.

5/1
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Teacher education programs must experiment--bmadly with

methodology In teacher educati1n. Principles of flexibility and

a

Establish a program with an audio-vauai specialiqt '-

to assistin designing, selecting, and producing mega
for .more effective teaching procedures.

One of th!e criti al needs in teacher education is adequate

provision for lcurriculal development laboratories which include

the prIructiOn of audio-Visual instructional aids. Fornearly

dIie . thi8 provision has been recognized in federal legislation

4
but is yet to becotne a reality.

Plan, experiment studies contrasting alternative

, methods of vocational teacher education.

-p.

I

.

s

t

'individual inptruction apply to teacher educatiOn.and too often

r--

teachei.education hasbeen accused of making one suit which is

stipposedig.to fit all people. The item calls for variety in teacher.

eduiation.

Increase attention to the development of research competencies'

as an integral part of vocational teacher-education.

Teacher. education programs appear to be the logical source

for the development of research competencies among. vocational

0

educators« jgot.only should teacher education programs realize

and develop this potential; but state agencies should move toward

utilizing th4e resources for developing research competencies
41,

and to secure a greater. degree of implementation of research dataI,
in instructional programs.

55,
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. . 'help teabhirs develop and maintain positive attitudes tmard
. :work which they in turn will .impart to their students.

, That teachers must develop positive attitudes about the world
.

of work is a widely accepted cbncept. How this can be accomplished

by teacbe*s should be included In the methodology of teaChet education.

Encourage the exchange of teacher educators on a
regional or national basis.

Although sixty percent of the persons consulted on this issue

expressed a favorable reaction, there are practical prOblems which

tend to inhibit exchange of teacher educators. Opportunity:for

exchange of teacher educators as participants 'in class work in

teacher education is limited to thasuMmer period; exchange of

teacher educators for the purpose of planning and design of teacher

'education programs has not yet become popular. -Realization of the

goals implied by this item depends largely upon stimulation.by the

provigions of EPDA.

Develop a centralizeayteacher.education program so that teachers'
. are knowledgeable in aZZ areas of vocational education.

Inherent in the goals of the Vocational Education Amendments of

1968 is the idea that tea chers in one area of vocational education

acquire knowledge and understanding of the vocational education

program in other areas. The concept of a centralized cote about

all vocational education appears to have value despite e two-to-one

negative reaction. to this item by previous reviewers.
N6

Test resource materials-Por effectivenss before publication.

The.logic of ths point is obvious. Nevertheiess,'some eyidbnoe

seems to -exist that 0.16t testing and field testing of resource

56
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materials, although highly desirable, are not carried out.

Involve teachersin developing instructional materials.

This is a logical step and can add relevance to instructional

material development.

Make available to teacher educators at materials and
equipment that are available to teachers in local districts.

One of the tragedies in teacher education is that some programs

N lack adequate materials and equipment. Teacher education programs

should at least be able to deal with materials and equipment commonly

found in local districts. Failure to supply this minimum quantity

of material is as unsound as furnishing materi'al'and equipment of

such a sophistic

in a local district.

nature that it is beyond the grasp of teachers

Extend and improve interchange by putting teacher educators
"where the action is" for feedback-and problems of instruction:

This issue has been identified in a number of forms. and it

would be difficult to find fault with the obvious advantages of

teacher education completely in tune with contemporary instruction.

in vocational education.. Unquestionabl)tht issue is representaplve

of one'of the imperative qualities of teacher education.

Use qualified part-time instructors to teach field cidsses, both
pre-dervice and in-service.

dr,

This technique for improving, teacher education,lwas strongly

. .

recommended by vocational educators,across the nat&On. 'In additio
. ,

.

to the opportunitids tO provide expertise not found in the permanent

teacher educ ation staff,/ use of part-time instructors makes it

I
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possible to utilize teacher education talent in local districts

and in Weinest.

-Use ETV network as a mean of reaching Large numbers
.of teachers,

geventyrfikleetcent of the people consulted about this itep-

reacted favorably. However, before long-range investments are made,

the research on the effectiveness pf ETV mist be reviewed. Despite

great interest in and concern for ETV' teacher education has not

experimented with Its' use sufficiently to warrant, positive conclusions

about its value as an alternative to other methods.

-Offrevening and weekend workshops and seminars.

Every possible means should.be used to provide teacher education

programs at the convenience of teachers. Expanding the options for

teachers is to be.encouraged. Hbwever, use of evenings and weekends

can only be regarded, as one of the possible options.

O

Increase the use of media for self evaluation by teachers.

A teacher pever "arrives.," fhroughout ht'professiOnal life a

teacher is faced with the problem of teaching, himself how to teach

effectively. The technique of self0eiialuation of instruction is an

imperative aspect of teacher education.
I.

Expand, use ofathlisory group# in personneZ deVelopment.

Generous use/of advisory services as an aid in reaching decisions

about professional dgvelopment is highly recommended.
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(Milli teacher education organizations in higher education

.institutions

Negative re tiOn to this item (401) is probably rooted in

, -

fear of losing ottable and well-established patterns of teacher

education. Duplicating and overlapping of services.(particularly

common areas) within a single institution are nevertheless difficult

to justify.; .

Develop behavioral objectives for teacher education.

This is an exceedingly desirable means of improving instruction

and provides an excellent opportunity for teacher beducatfon either

to validate existing programs or to see clearly what additions are

needed.
A

Provide opportunities for teacfier educators to

attend projcessional, meetings.
.

. . .

Evidently some states isolate their teacher edueatori from

professional relationships with their peers. Dialogue and general

exchange v lideas among teacher educators tend to stimulate

creativeness.

Disseminatt knowledge of exemplary programs and techniques.

A pyigram of disseminating knowledge about exemplary programs
//

eacher education is essential. Too often a teacher educator

shears about new developments by accident. At present there is no

,(.

regularly operating procedure to accomplish thip task. /

.

Provide in,service education for supervisors of student teachers.

Supervisors of student teachers.must have frequent opportunities

to review and adjust their goals and procedures in thelight of

. .

5Q
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their' combined

of research and

6
erience with student teachers. In additam; results

its of successful practices in related areas must

be made available to supervisors.

Build incentives for professional development.

A carrot out tp front attracts most people. Although it can be

argued that 'each person has to find his own carrot (set personal

goats on the basis ofelf-analysis), it is well-known that Tanetary
, .

and other kinds of rewards help2'Some societies place a teacher

fo

the very top of the social ttructure. Perhaps vocational education

should take a long-range view toward developing some kinds of

recognition for the master teacki. Ninety-two percent of the

persons consulted believe in building incentives for professional

development.

60
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What Kinds of Resources are::,-.-Needed to Expand. and Improve
Vocational Teacher Education?--

Provide addit4nal fui-edAr, including a substantial financial..
`plan for teacher eduadti?n facilities and equipment.

Definitive review and analysis of actual funding for vocational

teacher education are not available for the contemporary program:

Among the.states, to one knows for certain the exact status and .

condition Concerning allocation of financial resources for teacher

education.

.

An assumption generally made about-teacher,eduCation facilities

is that they are poor. Cbnsideration could well be given to con-

struction and facility expenditures for teacher education.

\.,

U 'lize more relevant innovation in instruction.-' -

1Pc'Objections to innovations in teacher education progfams would

be hard to understand. Obviously' progressive, up-to-date, creative,

and imaginative programs are imperative. One of the -implicationa,of

this issue is strong self-policingof teacher education programs.

Use a variety of multi-media resources.

Most certainly expansion and improvement of teacher education

should include liberal use of a variety of multi-media resources.

The extent to which these items are actually available for teacher'

educdtrOn across the nation is not knowu.

Provide continual access to instruction and counseling resources.

Too Often, teacher education stops when the vocational instructor

leaves the campus and completes basic requirements for certification.
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One ofthe imperative ways to improve the.effectiveness of teacher

education is to make teacher education resources available continuously

to teachers throughout" their teaching careers.

Coordinate "software" development between teachers and specialists,

Development of software resources for teacher education must

include teachers in order to provide relevance to teaching requirements.

Specialists must be used to provide a "leading edge" in software

development and to avoid the need to make continuous improvements on

possibly outmoded materials.

Provide ore individualized instruction on a continuing basis.

A basic principle of teaChereducatioeis that it mustexemptify

individualized instruction. By actual example teacher educators must

provide individualized instructional @ituat,ions. One of the goals of

teacher education is to achieve individualized instruction in vocational

education classes.

Develop a "learning resource center.,"

By definpition, a "learning resource center" represents the.best of

instructional technology and multi-media. Research in teacher'education

has defined the parameters of such learning centers, including design

of approp4ate buildings. The assumption that present teacher education

facilities do not live up to desirable standards id" well-founded.

PrOvidg opportunities to renew occupational experiences.

The need for updating the occupational experiences of vocational

education instructors,is becoming more acute with increased technology.

Such programs should become a part of a statewide plan, and teacher
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educators sftould play a significant role in this plan.

Experiment in the development of exemplary in- service programs.

In-service training programs for vocational education teachers

represent a major critical need in teacher education. All states

must develop strong programs of in-service-teacher edUcation.

Provide for employment of specialized education consultants
and make full use of school and community resources.

This point has been emphasized repeatedly and probably represents

one of the largely untapped resources hr improvement and expansion

of teacher education'; it requires a little imagination, detailed

planning, and a lot of hard work.

Provide proper funding, minimizing soft money.

Soft moneyis attractive, and available% and should be used.

However, the foundations of improved and expanded teacher edutation

programs must be based on'available hard money.

Publicize vocational teachee education and its availability

in the state'.

Structure and availability of teacher education programs are

not thoroughly understood by vocational education teachers: among

educators and policy-makers generally, the purpose, structure, and

content of vocational teacher education constitute an almost unknown
, .

. quality.

Develop better liaison between State Boaids and
teacher education staffS.

Centrality of teacher education is the scheme of quality in

vocational education that suggests the desirability of two-way
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communication between the State Board for vocationlJ. education anckk

teacher eddcation. The situation is not resolved by informing State
;

Boards about teacher education;, teacher education must be accountable

to State Boards for quality dimensions among teachers-.

Make better use of teacher education prograw as intern
experience for 'vocational educators who are moving to
positions of Larger administrative responeibility.

Leadership development of,iotential administrative personnel

could well provide substantial experience on the firing line of

teacher education. After all, the nature of the administrator's job

is affected by the quality of the vocational instructor., In addition,

such intern experience could bring administrative problems into the

structure of teacher education.

Study the possibility of using the resources of the
post-secondary institutions...,

-1.

The case in point is that any teacher education program which is

confined entirely to the university campus can overlook a wealth .of

other resources. One of these resources is the post-secondary

institution which does not now figure prominently in teacher education.

Develop basic textual materials for vocational teacher
education programs.

More than one-third of the respondents to this issue do not
V

regard development of basic textual materials as an aid to improving

and expanding teacher education. On'th& one hand, there is a lack of

such materials which are generally useful across the board; on the

other hand, teacher education must maintain a degree of freedom

from conforpity to any rigj.d ,system of .basic textual materials.
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The fact that two-thirds of the respondents-found value in the item.

suggests that it is a viable element of improvement) bit that ty

hazards involved must be recognized.

`Assign administrators to vocational teacher education programs
who are especially prepared for this responsibility.

Evidently adthinistrative responsibility and authority for

vocational teacher education are assigned in some states to persons

w ith little background, understandingor sympathy for tea cher.

education. Obiiiously, an improved and expanded teacher education

program can grow effectively when the administration is knowledgeable

about teacher education.;

Regularize an annual assessment of the products of teacher
education as feedback for improvem'6nt.

Regularizing an assessment of vocational teacher education, by

ry

xtference to the teachers themselves, is unqUestionably representative

of a desirable feedback pattern.

Encourage local education authority to take initiative for the
professional development of,vocational education personnel.

Some enthusia'sm for professional development must be generated

from within the local educational authoity. Local plans should be

realized in cooperation with general state agency plans and in

cooperation with teacher education programs.

Provide funding speOifically for teacher education by adding

an amendment to the vocational.educationact.'

Support for this item (75% of the .respondents) represents

inadequate funding of teacher education by some of the'ttates;

consepentiy, forced furiding by establishlng'a teacher education

.
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. category'in the legislation seems attractive. , Precisely how this

action would actually improve and expand teacher education is not

clear; alternatives should be prepared.

Concentrate of using industry as a resource for
training vocational teachers. .

Reactors divided equally upon the relevance of this item as a

resource for'teacher education. Evidently'use of -this avenue in the

training procedures amongthe states is not widespread. However,

there can be no doubt but what industry does represent a potential-
,

resource.

Explore the potential of-industry financing vocational
teacher education.

Some unions have funds which have been used to provide annual

seminars to update certain teachers of vocational education. Such

programs have been generally excellent. Because of the imperative

need for in-service teacher education, these potential resources

should be explored.

Provide a national program which will underwrite in-service
and pre-service programs for teacher education in vocational
education.

Most of the funds for teacher education have been used in

pre-service type programs. Expansion in the number of teachers

needed, as well as development of a nationwide emphasis upon'

in-service programs, means that substantial funding is necessary.

. .

The centrality of the teacher in vocational education, and the

numbers invdlved, suggest the need for substantial national funding

of these efforts.
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Develop strong liaison with Research Coordinatihi Units.-

The Reseach Coordinating Unit(RCU) is definitely aire; resource

for teacher education; The RCU provides immediate access to-research

related to teaching and learning, and to development (models, for

.

example) in teacher education.

V
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What is the Role of AVA in Vocational Teacher 'Education?:

Rotate systematically with national educational organizations;
with business and industrial associations, and with other
groups for the purpose of influencing and strengthening
programs. of vocational teacher education.

.

Respondents felt that these tasks were unquestionably a respon -.

siWity of AVA. Concentrated effort by AVA to.represent vocational

teacher education among all other national groups woad in

represent the-best interests of teacher education.

Promote specifi allocation offederat funds for vocational
'teacher education (get teacher education out of the "ancillary"
class).

Teacher education is far too important in the general scheme of
.-

vocational education to b#.lost amid a general collection of miscel-

laneous aspects_qf vocational education. AVA tt strongly urged to

secure either categorical financial aid, or other means, in national

legislation tosfOc.as major attention on teacher education.

Consider re-establishment of perionnel exchange withinAVA.

This item received only mild approval. Perhaps the divided

vote represents a feeling that such service is not needed. However,

if it is needed, AVA is the logical organization to take action.

Establish liaison between AVA and school accreditation agencies
to woAtowaiyl approval of vocational'teacher education program.

% Teachee education in vocational education must become a part of

the accrediting process and it appears by general agieement in this
.--

study'that-AVA must promoteithe accrediting process for teacher

education, Appointment of eacher educators to accreditation

°N.
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committees is highly recommended.

Take AVA to the field for teachersoffer regional, small group
meetingA "circuit riderWror. "drive -in" conferet9e.

Teacher education reinforces agaikon item already Well-known---: -

the.fact that the teacher in the field does not haVv seffipient

ptofegsional relations with the national otganizations.ATeadeex

. . .s7
.

education accepts the responsibility to.develop priae'indAVA, but
.

.

.

... - . .r.

the organization needs to establish extra services and relqtionshipp
, :4 6

With teachers. 7 c' A

% .
t e

Provide support for national progroni of professio-haZ development.

This item points toward professional development6f- all

vocational, education personnel (piograms such as those arising out

of USOE-EFDA) and places special)eiPhasis uppn.the vocatidnal

edixation

.Disseminate info ation about teacher education programs.
.

e of AVA in disseminating information about teacher

educatiod practices was strongly established by the study.,":Imple--,
,

'I.

. .
.

ql.enta,tion i s probably a major task of Ehe teacher education deisart-
A

.,,,

.. -,-

. .

ment working in cl,nse/coopera tion with diviaiona,1- teacner educatin4
1 . .:.

efforts.

r

Pride liaison with ..state dssoCiations for promotion

of personnel development.
f4.,...,,.

-. . '''''

.

. ,.. ,

lhis,item was strongly emphasized by th'g national study and .

- .

reflects a,general -national need to sensitize state associations_
. .

A\.

if, to action,in professionaldevelopMent.

A-

' .
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Twoout of three people wlio responded to this item were in

O

Asiist in the developent of criteria forteacher educators.

favor of the development of sudh criteria. Support for this role

of ANAira reaction against what appears to be extremely variable
..

standards ;elated to selection of teacher educators.-
-

Maintain a directoiv of teacher education personnel.

More than 9t7. of the people responding to this it designated

wit as an imperative role of AVA. Implementation pf this role could

well became a task of the teacher education departmegt.

Initiate committees fpeNthe study of teacher education curricula.

Periodic national stddies of the total vocational teacher

education prograM (pre-service and in-serviceY are urgently needed.

Such studies (probably to be supported 16, EPDA) must contain the

factual daikabout teacher: educatiOn'aud Clearly show extremes .and

trends. The role of AVA is to encourage theldevelopment of suCti.

,studies, not necessarily to become actually Involved in the study.

Encourage study of personnel development problems by division
committees and urge inter-division communication regarding
teacher education.

r

It is the role of AVA'to continue to emphasize professional

development'as an integral part, of division concerns.".

-
, .41

Continue to emphasize and expaitd'infOrmationalaterials
On vocational teacher 'educati,In.

AVA must assume a role in relation to informatioreabout teacher

eduCation. At present it is difficult to describe, o9 a national

le
baq.s,'the total.teacher education

70
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relevant teacher'education instructional materials.

,Avessment of the actual need for such materials is tire task of.

the teacher education department. Although this it was highly.

'9
recommended, the exact dimensioris of the problem are not known.

Arrcio4e.fcr.:3eatirany abour. :7.cational teacher eduaation

to he presented to Congressional gomrittees.

The tatus of teacher education, inabding its strong and weak

areas, Must be brought to the attention of the Congress alobg with

Other data used by the Congr.e.ss in its reviews of vocational education.

.

Conduc:,- a nat--onal conference. on v.c,.!at-)onal reacher education

-si-iLar to the legisla7i,:e and tost-secondary occurar.ional

coterences.

Eighty-five percent of .the persons consulted see great value in

such a national' conference. The conference would not only focus

attention upon teacher education and personnel- development, but

would go a long way in getting at teacher education issues which;,'

need further attention.

Levelot cc-trehensive /.71, yeari;oc;:s including cha teis on

phirlosoth:1, 7e:hods, and over facets,of vocational education.

The - literature of vocational education is unquestionably a weak

link in the total national program. Frequent publication (as well

as updating) of geneial kinds of information about vocational

4 5

education is essential.
7
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ALEXANDER, Arch
State /Department of Edu6tion
Stillwater: Oklahoma'

APPENDIX

',1St of Participants

BACHMAN, Martha
National Advisory Council'
Hockessin, Delaware

BAILEY, Joe
Denver Community College
Denver Colorado

BARKER, Richard L.
State Department of Education
'Concord, New Hampshire

BARLOW, Melvin L.
University of California
Los Angeles, California

BENDER, Ralph
Ohio State' University
Columbus, Ohio

...BJORKQUIST, David
'Wversity of Missouri
-Columbia, Missouri

BOTTOM, Lealon

/nsfuctor, Manpower
Hobart, Indiana

4

BOWEN, Peter

State Department o,f Education
Providence, Rhode Isrand

BRANDON, George. L.

American Vocational Association
Washington, D.C.

BRANDT, Joyce.

Instructor, Health Occupations
Davenport, Iowa

BRIGGS, Lloyd
USOE-EPD
Washington,

V

BRINKMAN, Fred

Los Angeles Trade - Technical' College
Los Anieles, California

BUNTEN, John .

State Directorsof Vocational
Caisoncity, Nevada

IMAM, Haiold M.
Michigan State Univefsity
East Lansing, Michigan

CARTER, Fairchild H.
North Tetas State University
Denton, Texas

CHAMBERS, Dorothy,
City Board of Education
Birmingham, Alabama

CLARK, WallacelL.
State Departmen ofEducation
Denver, Colorado.

COHEN, Sidney J .*%

State Departmentof EduCation
Hartford, Connecticut

COOPER, Lloyd ...

-New Mexico'State University
Las Cruces, New Mekico

Education

DANNENBERG, Raymond
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo,,Michigan
. .

c

D'AVELLA, Joseph V.
Boston Vocation-Technical Institute
Dorchester, Massachilsatts.

DAVIS, Harry
State Department of Education
Columbus, Ohio

DRAKE, William E.
Cornell University- -
Ithaca, New 'York

DRAWBAUGH,-Charlei
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, New Jersey

DRISCOLL, Maurice
Local Director of Vocational
Butte, Montana
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DUNCAN, J. Allen
Supervisor, Seattle Public Schools
Seattle, Washington

DUNTON, W. K., Asst. Supt.
Special School Dist. of St. Louis

Rock Hill, Mtksouri

DWYER, William A.
:Blue Hills Regional tecbnical School,.
Canton, Massachusetts.

ELBERS, Gerald
USOE-EPD
Washington, D.C.

FERNS, Geoige W.
Michigan State University
fast tensing, Michigan

FOSTER, Charles G,
State Department of Educition
Jefferson City, Missouri

GALLEY, David
State Department of Education
Salt Lake City, Utah

GARRETT, Pauline
USOE -DVTE .

Denver, Colorado

GILLESPIE, Myrtle
Sfite Department of Education
Cheyenne, Wyoming

GILLESPIE, Wilma B.
StateDepartment of EduCation
Charleston, West Virginia

GOFF, Nancy J.
University of California
Los Angelesi,Californie

GRAHAM, Nancy A.
University of - Arizona

Tucson, Arizona

GRAINGE, Floyd M.
California State College,

'Longl3each
gong Beach, California

GRAVES; Gary L.
Colorado. Mountaio College

LeaMlle, Colorado

. aftnEy: Elizabeth
State Department of Education
Columbus, Ohio

HAAS, Mary Helen
Colorado State University
Ft. Collins, Colorado

HANSONI_Durvin M,
North Caroline State'Universitx
Rareigh, North".tarollnaT

HAYES, Ed C.
Instructor, Trade & Industrial Education

Longisiew, Washington

HERMAN, James A.
State Department of Education
Sacramento, California

HERR, Robert D.
Instructor, Agriculture
Narvon, Pennsylvania .

.

HIGGS, Katharine
Instructor, Trade & Industrial Education
Washington, D.C.' =.

HIRSCHLER, Elizabeth
State Department of.Zducation
Topeka, Kansas

HOLLOWAY, Lewis D.
University oe Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa

HORNER, James T.
University,of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska

HORTON, James
State School bf Scierke
Wahpeton, North Dakota

HOYT, Kenneth
ersity of Maryland
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HUDSON, Geraldine
24rlington Public Schools.
`Arlington, Virginia

HUSUNG, William T.
Citrus Community College
Azusa, California

JENSON, Arthur K.
Clemson University
Clemson', South Carolina

JEPPSEN, Ernet
Brigham Young University
-Provo, Utah

-KIS1ELL, Phillip

Montgomery Technical Institute
Troy, North Carolina.

.

KLEIN, Gerald
State Department of Education

(tlanta, Geottia

KNEBEL, Earl H.
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas

KNOBLE, Robert

State Department of Education
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

KNOUSE, Reno S.

State University of New York
Albany, New York

_KRAMER Ernest G.
ata D -ctor of Vocational_ Education
Olympia, Wa ington

KREUZ, Mary Lyn
Athens Area Tec ical School
Athens, Geor

KUNTZ, arland

Dunedin Senior High School,
Dunedin, Florida

KYNARD, Alfred T.
Prairie View A&M College
Prairie View, Texas

LATHAM, Janet
State Department of Education
Boise, Idaho

-LAWRENCE, Frank
..,Asst. Supt., District of Columbia
Washington, D.C.

LIMOGES, Hartley
Instructor, Manpower
Pipestone, Minnesota

LINSON, M. G.
State Director of Vocational Education
Denver, Colorado

LOWMAN,1,ucy
1;Instructor, Business
4rAlexapdrfg, Virginia

LUCERO, Daniel R.
. Arcadia High School
Arcadia, California

Educatibn

MADDOX, Marion
University of Arkansas
Fayetteville, rkansas

MAIDEN, DEZ-iiardF:

University of South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina

MARKS, Mary
USOE-DiTTE

Washington, D.C

MASON, Ralph E..

Indiana State University
Terre Haute, Indiana

cCLkY, David R.
Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania

V

McDOWELL, Glenn
Instructor, Agriculture
Pikeville, Kentucky

McDOWELL, L. C.
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky
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1144AHON, Gordon

State Univsersity of.New York
Oswego, New YorK

.4

MOGiNEY,.Lyle

Ben of Polytechnic High School
Portland, Oregon

NELSON, Howa?d
University of Minnesotd
St. Paul, Minnesota

PETERSON, Dale
Utah Trade & Technical Institute
Proim, Utah

PHIPPS, Lloyd J.
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

4KABY, Marjorie

Instructor, Distributive Education
Concord, Tenness e

RAY, Jack
' Kirksville High School

Kirksville, Missouri

RAYMOND, Bernice
Instructor, Health Occupations
Salt Lake City, Utah

-REED, Joe L.

University-of Tennesseft
Knoxville, Tennessee

0

REID, James L.

State Director of Vocational Education
Baltimore, Maryland

: RIDLE, Louis D.
,Sfete Director of Vocational Education
Juneau, Alaska

RIGHTHAND,'Herbert
State Department of Education
Hartford, 15anndcticut

ROSENBERG, Leonard
Chesapeake Life Insurance Company,
Baltimore, Maryland

ROSENQUIST, Baibara
University of California
Los Angeles, California

0

SCARBOROUGH, Cayce
-,North Carolina State University
Raleigh, North Carolina

SCHAEFER, Carl J.
Rutgers University
New BrunswickAew Jersey,

SEARS, Bradley E.

Instructor, Trade & Industrial Education
Mattapon, Massachusetts

SHEFFIELD, Myrlene
Instructor:Business Education
Marietta,. Georgia

SHIGETOMI, Samson S.
State Director of Vocational Education
Honolulu,' Hawaii

SMITH, William G. '

utgers State University
New Brunswick, New Jersey

SNOWBERGER, Mildred ft,
, State Department of Educatid

Dover; Delaware

SNOWDEN, 6, Li
Mississippi State University
State College, Mississippi %

SORENSON, Wilson
Utah Trade & TecLcal Institute
Provo, Utah

SPARKS:Gertrude C.

Milford high School
New Haven, Connecticut

STADT, Ronald W.

Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, Illinois

STANGER, Norman R.
National Advisory Council.
California
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SACKS, Steve ,P1.#

National Advisory Council
.0xnard, California

STONE, Thomas
State Upartment of Education
Pietre, South Dakota

STRETCHER, Sidney

Instructor, Technical Education
Odessa, Texas

STRONG, Aerie E.
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisoonsin

SYLVESTER, Ralph
UniverskEy of California'
Los Angeles, California

TENNEY, A. Webster
USOE-DVTE

Washington, D.C.

TOLONEN, Paul
Mt. Hood Community
Gresham, Oregbn

IN ADDITION:

Eighty unlisted delegates to the AVA Convention in New 'Orleans, Louisiana PiDecember 1970.

College

'WARREN, Bill

State Department of Education
Augusta, Maine

WEAGRAFF, Patrick J.
University of California
Los Angeles, California

WICKHAM,-Jeqnette J.
Instructor, Home Economics'
Topeka, Kansas

WIGGINS, Lloyd L.
Oklahoma State University
StillwteX, Oklahoma

WILLIAMSON, Mary Idios
State Department of Education
Frankfurt, Kentucky
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